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Genre Alphabet
A is for Adventure
If you are looking for Adventure, try Ally
Carter’s Gallagher Girl spy series, the
CHERUB books by Robert Muchamore,
Mark Walden’s H.I.V.E. series, or try
Sophie McKenzie. For something more
classic, try Mark Twain’s “The Adventure
of Huckleberry Finn” or “The Lord of the
Flies “by William Golding.
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Cathy Brett, author and illustrator will be
visiting the Library in celebration of World
Book Day, 2016. She will be meeting all
Year 7 and talking to them about her life
and career. We have some of her books in
the Library for you to borrow so that you
can have an idea of her very individual
style. Have a look at her website
cathybrett.blogspot.co.uk so that you can
find out all about her!
She will also be meeting some Year 10+
girls in a creative session in the Art Studio
later in the day.
Over lunchtime, she will be holding a book
signing in the Library. Cathy’s books will
be available to purchase in the Library.

Continued from page 1

Cathy Brett
Year 9 Art Competition
In collaboration with the Art Department, the
Library is holding an drawing competition for all
Year 9.
Mr Yeomans has sent year 9 a passage of text
from one of Cathy’s books. Imagine what Amy
and her mother, who are featured in the text,
look like? You are asked to draw/illustrate/paint
either Amy or her mother in your own style for
a chance to win one of 25 places to meet Cathy
Brett and attend a creative writing workshop in
the Library and a drawing workshop in the Art
department on Thursday, 3rd March, 2016.
Entries should be submitted to the Art
Department by Friday, 29th January, 2016. Don’t
forget to put your name and form on your entry
Good Luck!

B is for Bilbo Baggins
The protagonist of “The Hobbit” by
JRR Tolkien, Bilbo Baggins is one
of a race of creatures about half
the size of humans, beardless and
with hairy feet. He sets out on a
quest where he encounters
Goblins, Wargs, elves, Gollum and
Smaug the dragon. A great read
for lovers of Fantasy fiction.

C is for Crime
Anne Cassidy’s “Looking for JJ”
series tackles the theme of
adolescent crime and its effects
with her “Murder Notebook” series
perfect for aspiring teen readers of
crime. Another modern crime
classic is “The London Eye
Mystery” by Siobhan Dodds. How
does someone vanish from one of
the sealed pods on the London
Eye? Meanwhile, don’t forget the
most famous detectives of all –
Sherlock Holmes and Hercule
Poirot.

D is for Dystopia
This roughly means a futuristic
world where everything is pretty
horrible. Popular recent books
(and films) include “The Hunger
Games” by Suzanne Collins,
“Divergent” by Veronica Roth and
“The Maze Runner” by James
Dashner. Other less known books
in this genre are “The Wind
Singer” by William Nicholson and
“Maggot Moon" by Sally Gardner

To be Continued…………..
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“My Sister Jodie” by
Jacqueline Wilson

Students
Reviews
“The Secret Garden” by
Frances Hodgson Burnett

Kiss the Dust “by
Elizabeth Laird

This book is for anyone
who enjoys a classic book
in their free time! The
writer’s way of language
is captivating and where
some scenarios will
change depending on the
mood! I highly recommend
it because it is one of the
best classics I have read!
Ellie Cheung, 7.3

This book is a great
realism fiction book
that I think will
entertain readers who
enjoy action and
adventure. The main
character, Tara, is a
lovable girl who has
been living in a war
torn world. The story
follows her family as
they move to the
mountains to visit the
Pesh Murgas to save
their religion.
This book is a great
read and you will enjoy
every page
Grace Hayns, 7.1
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My Sister Jodie is quite good to
read, very detailed and funny
in parts but the ending is just
a bit too tragic. If you like
Jacqueline Wilson and have
read more than, say, five of
her books, this book is
enjoyable and a good read

and the ending isn't too much
of a shock. However, I wouldn't
recommend it to be the first
Wilson book you read as the
ending is one of the most
"Jacky-style" endings there is
in a book.
Eloise Wilkinson, 10B

All Change in the Sixth Form Section
We have recently reorganised the Sixth Form section of the Library, merging the reference
and the lending resources together. This has resulted in more space within the subject areas
and you should now find it easier to locate the resources. If you cannot find what you are
looking for, please ask!
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Think you know Harry Potter?
Test yourself with our quiz
1. For Harry's first
birthday, what did he
receive from his
godfather Sirius Black?
a.
b.
c.
d.

A Cuddly Owl
A Toy Broom
A Play Wand
A Horcrux

2. Who interrupts
Harry's 17th birthday
party?
a. The Malfoys
b. Lord Voldemort
c. Rufus
Scrimgeour
d. Cornelius Fudge
3. Which creature
showed up on Harry's
12th birthday?
a.
b.
c.
d.

House-Elf
Dementor
Gnome
Goblin
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4. What Deathday party
does Nearly-Headless
Nick hold?
a.
b.
c.
d.

250th
300th
500th
700th

5. Where did Ron end up
celebrating his 17th
birthday?
a. The Hospital Wing
b. The Forbidden
Forest
c. Hogsmead
d. Diagon Alley
6. Which birthday was
Harry celebrating when
he is informed by Hagrid
that he is a wizard?
a.
b.
c.
d.

8th
10th
11th
13th

7. What did Ginny give
Harry for his 17th
birthday?
a. A Watch
b. A Kiss
c. An Enchanted
Razor
d. A Cake
8. Who was the host of
the 'Support Harry
Potter' party?
a. Rebeus Hagrid
b. Albus
Dumbledore
c. Hermione Granger
d. Luna Lovegood

Answers on page 6
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HARRY POTTER QUIZ
ANSWERS: Q1 b, Q2 c, Q3 a,
Q4 c, Q5 a, Q6 c, Q7 b, Q8 a

